
Simple Secured Structured

Human Resource Outsourcing (HRO) Services
HGS’ HR consulting services and multi-national payroll processing options help businesses located in 
the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) to identify and manage HR processes that can be simplified, 
automated, reallocated or outsourced to allow more time for strategic initiatives. 

HGS offers an end-to-end HR service delivery model that is customized, secured and structured. 
HGS uses a flexible, cloud-based approach to reduce costs, lend scalability, 
inspire trust and increase HR operational accuracy and efficiency.



Mid-sized businesses spend approximately $2,000 per employee, per year to manage HR administration in-house. HGS can 
reduce costs and time spent on the repetitive transactions that account for much of an HR professional’s day. HGS’ HRO experts 
in Dubai have the knowledge, experience, objectivity and tools to effectively support the entire employee lifecycle and address 
unique HR challenges. While you can apply global HR best practices to drive regular HR operations, leverage the experience of a 
local team to reduce compliance risks and find creative, in-market solutions.

For 30 years, HGS has provided fast and flexible payroll processing services that reduce costs, risks, 
errors and timelines. HGS’ global payroll operations span 400 customers and 2.4 MN pay slips annually. 
We offer end-to-end payroll management, starting from employee onboarding to leave management to 
automatic bank deposits to separation processing. Simplified, structured payroll operations can create a 
more agile, modern and scalable organization.

HGS offers centralized payroll services, multi-country consolidations 
and a state-of-the-art payroll system under the care of an 
experienced payroll and benefits team. 

HGS’ payroll software and processes can be set up for a multitude of 
companies, departments, geographies, and positions, but payroll 
processes are always transferred to HGS only after a two-month 
parallel-run phase to ensure data accuracy and business continuity. 

HGS brings payroll standardization, compliance, automation and 
security to address volume changes, compensation complexities and 
confidentiality concerns. HGS’ payroll pricing model is typically built 
on an operating expenses or a price per employee per month 
approach but can be adapted to your needs. Either way, you incur no 
upfront capital expenditures when you engage HGS. 

Human Resource Outsourcing (HRO) Services

Payroll Management with Employee Self-Serve

Payroll Processing

Beyond payroll, HGS can lighten the HR burden by putting the bulk of leave management 
administration in employees’ hands. Supported by HR service specialists, HGS’ leave and 
attendance module, SMART Employee Self-Serve, is a comprehensive, cloud-based HR portal 
designed for a distributed workforce. With built-in approval matrices and workflow-driven 
employee and manager self-service features, it saves money and time in onerous phone calls, 
emails and spreadsheets. Combined with your employer branding, it can improve 
communications, engagement, connection and predictability. HGS provides end-to-end 
support for the leave and attendance software – from setup, customization, reconciliations, 
reports, training and credentialing and hosting – so that you can keep attention focused on 
core business issues.

Employee Leave Management Portal

Payroll Management 
with Employee Self-Serve

Data-Driven 
HR Consulting Services

• Pay slips and letter generation
• Benefits administration
• Retirements and end of service
• Statutory and compliance
• Taxation and visa documentation 
• Total rewards, bonuses and incentives
• Expense and travel disbursements 
• General Organization for Social Insurance (GOSI)
• Leave and attendance 
• Policies and procedures
• Helpdesk and inquiries 
• Multiple currencies and languages

Secure employee access to 
salary, overtime, leave, 
attendance, benefit, 
scheduling, biometric card 
reader data, logged hours, 
expense, travel, meal and 
other HR data



Move from the transactional to the strategic, from HR administrators to HR business partners. Whether 
you are new to the region or have a local HR team that needs advice or help with a specific project, 
HGS’ private, professional and confidential consulting and outsourcing services are comfortably within 
reach.

Data-Driven HR Consulting Services

HGS’ HR consultants are beacons for organizations on the brink of 
change. Infusing HR with fresh ideas and engaging HGS to lead 
transformation, optimization and continuous improvement projects 
can make your business more competitive and employees more 
productive, faster. 

HGS brings together the best HR minds to define HR service delivery 
models that yield reliable data and real value. As business process 
management specialists, HGS’ goal is to increase effectiveness 
through optimal utilization of internal resources. HGS identifies the 
blockages and impediments to profitable, strategic thinking.

HR Consulting Services

HGS’ HRO consulting team includes specialists who can be leveraged for descriptive, 
decision, root cause and predictive analysis. HGS’ HR analytics services include interactive, 
real time and online access. These dashboards and reports will inspire one-time or 
ongoing data-driven decision making and forecasting. 

The HGS team uses HR Management Information System (HRMIS), business intelligence 
(BI) and other proven, customizable tools to track, anticipate and augment performance. 
HGS’ approach includes pulling data from multiple systems and geographies to provide 
unified insights. This high value data can be used, for example, to predict attrition, 
manage retention, identify high potential performers, plan assignments and projects and 
link engagement to performance.

HR Analytics

• Organizational design and planning

• Competency and skill mapping

• Recruitment and onboarding 

• Performance management, balanced scorecards,  
 employee engagement 

• Total rewards programs

• HR technology implementation 

• HR reports, dashboards  
 and metrics

• Workforce management  
 and planning

• Analytics and business   
 intelligence

HRO Case Study: International Freight & Supply Chain Management Company
Through payroll integration and automation and a leave management system implementation, HGS has 
increased speed and timeliness, processing consistency and accuracy, HR responsiveness and efficiency, 
and trust for a blue-chip logistics client with offices across the Middle East. Manual and Excel-based 
processes have been replaced with predictable workflows, reliable calculations and real-time, shareable 
reports, saving weeks of labour each year.



About HGS
HGS is a leader in optimizing the customer experience 
and helping our clients to become more competitive. 
HGS provides a full suite of business process 
management (BPM) services from traditional voice 
contact center services and transformational DigiCX 
services that are unifying customer engagement to 
platform-based, back-office services and digital 
marketing solutions. By applying analytics, 
automation, and interaction expertise to deliver 
innovation and thought leadership, HGS increases 
revenue, improves operating efficiency, and helps 
retain valuable customers. HGS expertise spans the 
telecommunications and media, healthcare, 
insurance, banking, consumer electronics and 
technology, retail, and consumer packaged goods 
industries, as well as the public sector. HGS operates 
on a global landscape with 40,000 employees in 66 
worldwide locations delivering localized solutions. For 
the year ended 31st March 2016, HGS had revenues 
of US$ 507 million. HGS, part of the multi-billion dollar 
Hinduja Group, has more than four decades of 
experience working with some of the world’s most 
recognized brands.

Using cloud-based technologies, HR best practices gleaned 
from over 400 HRO clients, and indepth knowledge of local 
legislation and statutory regulations, the HGS team helps you 
retain top talent in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) 
Region. HGS’ dedicated relationship managers enable you to 
standardize and centralize HR processes, transfer payroll 
compliance and accuracy risks, maintain agility and business 
continuity, and generate reports and analytics in real-time.  
Using a simplified, secured and structured approach, HGS 
empowers you to identify strategic opportunities in the 
MENA region with the lowest possible investment and 
greatest visibility for decision-making. 

About HGS’ HRO Services
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